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.·-apr1 ··-. }'· 1974-· 
/• .- volume 47/ no. ·24 
Bolted TranSforlller 
G_lts NeW Fix 
Leiding Elected 
.. !!.'!u"!'-. T_~ust~e Rep 
By Marc Shaeffer York State Electric and Gas 
which did not charge the College- iius week's Student Congress 
The power at I~aca College for their use, will be returned. meeting was highlighted by the 
will be off again this weekend, Keirns, referring not only to election of Walter Leiding as one 
but sterep withdrawal won't be NYSEG but to people of th_e two student. 
so se..vere. Electricity will be ·cut downtown, merchants and representatives to the Board· of .. 
at 6:00 a.m. Saturday morning students, said "It was really TrµJtees. Leiding won by a small 
and sb.ould be restored _by - W®derful, 'all- the cooperation majority in the third runoff 
noontj_me. we got".- . . ballot. . . -
Our old "transformer is being We will have to be a little Other candidates runmng for 
returned to tis substation Df?St. It ·- careful with power this weekend:~ th_e tv.:o -year position on the 
has been_ thouroughly che_cked, though .. The transformer '·will B?ad mcluded Mar~, Sperling, 
reconditioned and_ tested. 'fh:~ require a slight warm-up period Bill _Shayne, and Judy ·McCoy. 
problem with it .. was never to get adjusted to providing Chris Nels on, th~ person 
clarified_. Charles Keirns, electricity again. As a result, it pr~~ently . occupyu~g · the 
. Superintendant of Maintenance might be an. extra day_ or two pos~tion, will have his -t~rm 
for P~ysical Plant; likened the before the library gets expue at the close- of the 
trouble to· a nuclear explosion air-conditioned. semester: 
.. within the transformer,· The transformer on order for A .rn at ter of election 
. , approximately the first of July is proceedure. was dealt with A· l,, rnmhus- •, still on order and will be added before the 1:rustee vote was:_ I ""' T to"- our 5000, KV A transformer. taken. At the previous ~eet!°g 
P. ow' . er wz··ii This is part of the substation of Con&r:ess last week, a motion 
,. Wait' L·eidinq 
candidates lived from voting. · Sperling, Shayne, and McCoy to 
The question at the start of the vote for themselves, if they so 
. meeting was whether or not this desired. It also allowed for the 
· e d d t was earned to, prevent Congress 
expansion program, n e e o e be·· f ·t· f 
·d 1 · - . m m rs rom vo mg or 
. : ·b~_- ~hut 0~'f pthrovi e mf ore. efectnhc power m themselves in the Board election. 
J, e near uture or t e extra-two Th · ti - lds t d 
floors on· the library and· the -- e mo on . 0 preven e 
t 6 · · ·tual t b th t b built representatives of the 
motion was proper. rt:pre~entative from· --Leiding's 
After a short deba'te the constitue.pcy to have a vote in 
moti_on was rescinded. . This the election. 
·4 a.m. spm cen er, 0 0 e · constituencies in which Trustee 
soon. action enable · Representatives Before the vote was taken 
·sat~rday_ 
The transformer underwent 
tests and conditioning by it's 
parent- company, .Niagra 
Transformers, in Buffalo. 
NormallY. th~ repairini process 
would take longer, but Niagra 
was good -ro it's faithful 
customer and hurried things up. 
The old transformer will bring 
the College. back up to its full 
5000 KV As oJ;electricity instead 
of running on. the 3500 the· 
replacement transformers now 
provide. 
T h e . .' r e p hi,c e m e n t 
transformeIS, on loan from New 
, ea ch candidate had th; Housing ... Fiffing 'Em Up ~~~~~~::~ant~ :::::ss th~: 
By Vann Weller · · positions as potential members 
the dorm, and the rooms for both win~ of the third ·ooor will of the Board of Trustees. Rises 
Dave L!J.rd, Director of --.women were expected to be be co-ed by alternating rooms. in the cost of tuition· was a 
Housing Operations at Ithaca filled rapidly. Tliis :compares Since separate bath and lavatory concern of paramount 
College, reported yesterday that wi~ last year .when only fifteen facilities are required for males ~mportance that was expressed 
many of the on-campus "living _ pe,J>ple signed up ior the and females, the bathroom in m each of the candidates' 
accomodations had been fi,lle-d dormitory. Mr. Lord expects one wini will be reserved for the remarks. Bill Shayne said that he 
even before the room signup · that almost all of the proposed girls- and the one in the other felt the experience that he has 
sessions in the Towers Cafeteria renovation of Lyons, the oldest wing for the boys. had on budget committees in the 
last night. dorm on campus, will be past would be an asset to him in 
Lyons Hall, which is to be· completed by next_ fall, although On Purpose dealing w;ith monetary concerns 
renovated this summer, is by far all of the lounge furniture might ~n the Board. Walt Leid.ing 
the most popular Quad dorm fr not be in by then. As for the Terraces, Mr. Lord ~marked that perhaps the Board 
next semester, Lord reports. All According to - Lord, the said, "50 to 75 rooms will be members should start lo!)king 
of the spaces for men (the dorm second most popular Quad dorm tripled on purpose". Tfl.e reason more towards themselves for 
will be co-ed next year) were for next year is Holmes Hall. for this is to allow for students endowments to school before 
filled by ~e present residents of This is atttjb_qted to the facf that who may leave school QUring the raising the cost of an . Ithaca 
b«?gu.ining of the semester. He College education. He pointed· B · ·g· t G : · c· · ~ expects·_that most of the triples out that.the trustees do have a :err1 a_ ll O .ra_. ce _, am·pus r will be reduced to doubles by "definite interest" in the school 
the end of the first month of the enough of an interest so that By Peter Korn ' ....,, c , 
. fall term. If necessary, more they should be willing to 
The - possibility of Daniel 
Berrigan' teaching here next year 
,emains . open and is being 
actively pursued at le~t by .one 
~ ·.orr· campus. That 
COI!lmittee .is-the.fl & S,Fac;tilty 
· Council _sponsored group _which-
. w~- .- formed. $ortly_. after·- the, 
- : . . . ,. . - - . . 
Berrigan issue broke, and with one or two suoh meetings. 
consists of both faculty At 3!! April tenth 1!!eetil}g ~f students will"be allowed to·move contribute modest amounts to 
membe_rs-:-andstudents. · · the Philosophy-Religion off-campus. As of now, however, it. 
- the off campus quota of 300 has Nothing Drastic It reports that ~errigan has department_jt was unanimously 
. already been filled, with 105 been informed of the situation recommended that procedings tud Judy McCoy said she wasn't 
s ents on the waiting list. here with regards to·his teaching should be initiated to allow Lord stresses the fact that all of look_ing for any drastic changes 
a p p o i n t m,e n t , ·. a n d Berrigan to teach one course 
- the dormitory spaces will be communication from Berrigan next-spring, in "Tqe Apocalyptic filled . 
has last been received in the Yision". Since Berrigan may Mr. Lord also stated that this 
--form of ~ lette:: at the end of teach two courses, Professor 
F year there were four times as 
·Febru_ary. At thaj .time, ireside is looking to submit to -many applicants for the Garden-
according to committee the ens curriculum committee a 
l . Apartments as in past years. <>nok~sman Harvey Fireside, proposa which would have ..,, 
-., ~ - , oligibility for the Gardens is 
. Berrigan _ aaain--_ expressed an Berrigan teaching a course in · 
- _... based primarily on the class of interest_ in teaching here for the "Prison C_ulture~. · 
. the applicant, seniors getting 
~p~g. 1975 seiiiester. Preferable first priority, and so qn down to 
(continued on page two) 
Greeks 
Pea-k 
By Cindy Schwartz 
--'- . Latest Word sophomores. This year, selection This weekend, April 26 to 28, 
_ - -·:· ,· ,,,~ Apparently, Berrigan ·'has only got, as far as Juniors is Greek Weekend. It is a time 
·, Th'e;·_· latest-· news . -is that - made it krtown that these two wanting 2-man apartments when most of the fraternities 
·erri~- m1ght .~o -~deliver ·_a·- courses would _be Preferable.to according to Lord, and not all of and sororities get together for 
,ecture 'or two 'during the' ·fall · ~•-.!lll~-W~~ good' rel$on. He the' s-e-niors who wanted various competitive events. Each 
1974 ~mest~r.: in 'res't,onse to 'a :mas pre~ously-. taughf both, at four-man apartments were tries to win · the traditionaJ 
~~m~.(U.~e stfggestion.',. The ,the· :Un!,veraity of Winnipeg at accepte'c:t .. Last year, .selection trophy that is awa,rded an~ually 
reason -,for this- lies in point- ,M,µµtol;ia,,·, - , got - down to juniors· and -.to the fraternity or sorority that 
;n,$Dbor, three of -~_e_,-procedures . ' . --~'W.e._'re .scrupajously following_ . sophomores. accumulates t~e m()l!t points. 
\fo~:-~tin_g prot:~rs.dvhich/.'..th~.--pi-ocedure for_···visiting ·: Lor<l's final comment Sponsored each_year by the 
state)i Jbat -~y ·candidate-· for -~-:-::-profess-ors", · says Professor regarding the housing situation Intra-Frate(Jlity Council (IFC), ' 
;~ti_ng-;·prof~!µ~)1(usl".~~tf-:~~~~e. ,.,:_ ·, :~:·:.:..:·:~,;;~: -~ ; .. -, . for ri~xt year was that· in the it w~ begin Friday ev~ning and 
}1~~--.. W:fth:\~yone-.;,who,,:,~~- ,'.:;?. --~:.._ ~mal·' · .'-~~o~ Jegatding_ To we rs, · the rooms __ facing continue thro~ to Sunday 
~!?'.to·_a~-~9~~e.lect1,1~sitlius; . ~~~rlga-n· . tb·us : wo_uld· be. Cayuga Lake were expected to afternoon._ This ye~r·s central 
' ;: e ,F"; 'P.:;.,t.. • • ~ ' . . . _., ~:_.., . ,';::-;~-\:· ;-o~''.WP1;lld -'~I: :clo~e',,ifl·;·'~ction .' -·-im~o~~le .bcfo_te>MXt'Jall.--. go llISt; theme .: for the weekend' is 
· 1· · ,,.;J;Li;r,c .. ',,,, .. ,.--,;•,..;,:S--·.:": ·,,.,, .. ,,,., •·J • ... · ... ··'.' ';' ., .. , . ' - ~ ·, • .. -.• " , . -··. · ··':(Co'ntlnUed on ~age 9) 
'~::.';, I:•:~•, :, ' • ' .,._;, .~·, '. ' ' 
; ' - ' ... , ~' ol L 
,'. 
. .., . . . ,, ' . ~·· • •' '' 0..,' .~ :,_'\ • \ I) '01' ' '> " I••' 
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aroupcl the nation 
Batten Down the Colleges 
New York ... A recent survey indicates that colleges 
across the nation are spending increased amounts 
of money in their security departments. This , · 
action is attributed to a startling increase ,in : 
campus rapes, assaults, and violent crimes on 
campus. The current crime wave has led to an 
increased amount of high intensity , lights, 
particularly in urban based schools, along with the 
hiring of additional security agents at various 
universities. 
More "Cooperation" Forthcoming? 
Washington ... Additional White House tapes have 
been reportedly asked for by the House Judiciary 
Committee, dealing specificly with Watergate, 
political action in the Government's anti trust suit 
against IT&T, and milk price support decisions. 
These recordings were asked for in addition to 
those tapes supoenaed by the committee early"this 
month, dealing with W1atergate related 
conversations between the President and several of 
his key aids. The White House has as of yet made 
no com_ments on the additional requests. 
Mitchell, Stans Await Decision 
New York ... The conspiracy case of former Nixon 
cahincl members John N. Mitchell and 'Maurice H. 
Stans has gone to the jury. Testimony in the trial 
cndt:d early this week. The defense summation on 
behalf of Stans lasted some five hours, not 
attacking the testimony presented against him in._ 
the trial, but rather concentrating on the fact that 
Stans was an "honorable man" and shouldn't be 
convicted. 
Lewis vs. Wallace 
Selma, Ala .... Nine years ago John Lewis, a 
low-keyed Black leader, was beaten while 
participating in a voting rights struggle. This week · 
he returned to Selma to discourage a budding 
movement amoung southern. blacks to support 
George Wallace for reelection in the upcoming 
gubernatorial election. The Democratic Primary 
for lhe stale is scheduled for May 7, and Lewis 
said' lhal blacks across the country will be 
watcl~_ing to "sec if you will destroy the dream 
that was won by -blood". Mr: Lewis-is·· currently 
the head of the Atlanta based voter education 
project. 
(around the world 
Kennedy Play Gallup In Moscow 
Moscow ... Senalor Edward ·Kennedy. received an 
icy reception. as he attempted to poll an audience 
al the llniversity of Moscow on some of the 
current issues of the day. When he asked· the 
crowd if they foll the Soviet Gov~mment should 
he spending more. or less. on their defense budget, 
most of the stunned crowd remained silent. Most 
of the people who did speak up said that the . 
Government was spending an appropriate amount 
at the present time. and only a few spectators said 
that there should he more money in the defense -
hudgcl. 
Rabin Choice To Replace Meir 
Tel Aviv .. .lsrael's Lahor Party has selected ltzhak 
Rahin as their candidate for Premier. a position 
soon lo he vacated hy Golda Meir. Rabin was the 
commander of Israel's armies during the 1967 war 
with several A rah nations. A last minute attempt. 
by his political rivals was made to brand Rabin . 
emotionally unfit for "the joh of Premier. Despite 
this move. he succeeded in capturing 54 percent of 
lhc vote in the Party's 614 member Central 
Committee. 
Fourth Pan Am Goes Down 
Bali. lndon~ia ... The fourth Pan American 707 
jetliner to crash in nine months went dowri this 
week in the mountainous regions surrounding Bali. 
All 106·people aboard the plane are believed to be 
dead. The plane was on·route to Bali lntematiorial 
Airport on a flight· from },fong Kong to Sydney. 
when the crash occurect The· control'fower at Bali 
was in .• communication. with . the 'plane 
approximately three minutes-before the crash, and 
at that time there ·were no signs of trouble present. 
. ;- . :- ·. 
LEIDING· runoff, and ·finally t.eiding w~ -/ lthabt _ C~lleg~_- He . f~ls ifiat1 
cconttnued from page orie> ·, · . .- . - able· to beat. Bill Shayne·. by: a they\ might not be aware of,the 
to com~· from . the board ' nineteen to seventeen margin.-- fact that more:ffld more 'people· .. 
immediateiy. She expresse4 Walt will begin his term next fall. are beginning to question : ·, 
hope, however, that the seeds and hold it to the conclusion of 'whether. Of not. college is really . 
could be planted through her the Spring semester.of 1976. necessary ·anymore. The job; 
presence that would grpw into . {n addressing the Congress, market is b.ecoming extremely . 
long range and benefitial Leiding said ·that he doesn't· tight, and college graduates are· 
changes. Mark Sperling viewed represent· any .one interest on not receiving. the opportunities 
the student positions on the · campus, anci · wiU make every that were available several years 
Board as ones of watch dogs. He effort to -express the minority ago. Walter expressed hoJ?e that 
noted that since there. are two viewpoints on various issues, as second thoughts would be given 
."students on the twenty. four well as.those of the majority and to raising tuition any higher. 
member assembly (1/12), that himself to the Board. He_wants_ since it might only_ serve to 
there is a firm base of real power the trui;tees to be· aware of the discourage students from. 
present. · ' ., attitud_es of not · just a select enrolling -at Ithaca College. 
With the conclusion of these 
I 
group of students, but of the· ' Following the election of the· 
presentations, the candidates left community at large. He also said Board member, the floor was· 
the room. They each were that he would like to see written· opened to nominations for the 
allowed to have · either one or summaries of all Congressional. position Chairperson . of the 
two people speak in their behalf ·activities sent to the Board for Congress for next year. The two· 
just prjor to th~ voting. Then the them to review. people who will be trying for the · 
. first of the three roll calls began. post which is currently held by· 
The first to be eliminatec1 was ~'The Image" Shawn Bennett · are David 
JudY, Mc~oy, with the other· · Greenbaum and Sharon · Haas. 
thre~ contenders finishing within Another area Leiding felt The Congre!ls will decide on one 
two votes of each other. Mark needed to receive attention from of these two people at their 
Sperling lost in the second the Board was the image of meeting next week. 
w1,en You Need-to lorro·w ... 
By Andy Friedman 
It's term paper time, again. 
Not to exlude the possibilities of 
doing an original piece of work, 
but if you're trying to decide 
whether or not to rewrite one of 
your high school.assignments or 
order a term paper through the 
mail, maybe you'd better choose 
rewriting.· New York State is 
cracking down on the mail order 
term paper services. 
. New York· State Attorney 
'General 1- 0 .,is .. Lefkowitz sees 
student use of the term paper 
companies as out and out 
plagiarism and declared it "a 
most serious intellectual crime". 
According to the College Press 
Service, Lefkowitz is one of · 
"literally hundTeds" of 
administrators and -professors 
bec~ming more and mbre upset 
over growing customer li:,ts for 
the professional term paper 
companies. 
A New 'York law, effective 
July 1, 1972, makes it illegal to 
sell or offer for ·sale 
"dissertations, theses, term· 
papers, essays or reports'' to 
anyone e·nrolled at an 
educational institution. 
Lefkowitz said this law was 
aimed at the companies and not 
t-he students though. 
/ Law Disregarded 
The companies apparently 
paid little or no attention to the 
law. They still advertise in 
sf u dent · ·newspapers · .and 
mimeographed broch,ures. 
Lefkowitz claimed that not only 
the researchers and writers but 
anyone connected at all with the 
'Shopping For Summer, 
Is..F_un At Shal'im·CII' 
For t~e c·omforts of Sumfuer 
we hQ.v_e .ifJ'.l,p.~,,-~ ,~ o: -~·<Jrie_ty 
--~, sMoc,cs~:~aoov: sii1R1s .. 
and·· HA,llERS. .Ple-(J~:,.:' visit-': 
·us fo:,, sufflme,r::tiq-,~in.9 . . 
. -) -
: . . . .. ~.. . , . . -
Open 7, Days -·. . ·-:·. 
Fti. .. Sat~ Until IOpm., Sun~~j/'1-2 -:···6· ~ 
: ... 
selling of term papers, is "guilty 
of 1conspiracy". This would 
include artists for the·, ads, ad 
salesmen and distributors. 
College newspapers that carry 
,- such ads are presently under 
invesU'gation. It hasn't been 
decided whether or not they will 
be prosecuted as conspirators. 
New York was the first state 
to legislate a term paper law. 
California has similar controls, 
and bills aimed at closing down 
the companies are on legislative 
agendas in Maryland, 
Connecticut and half a dozen 
other-states. 
The companies have tried 
'several things to avoid 
prosecution. Name' changes 
became very frequent. 
Advertisements were altered 
slightly: Companies were 
claiming· only to be selling 
/ original research and not 
completed term papei:5. 
Those steps won'f worl. in 
New York. The law states that 
even providing research is in 
direct violation -and-companies 
will find themselves being 
prosecuted in court if they 
operate within the state . 
• Other Plagiarism· 
A spokesman for one research 
company said "Occasionally 
material is· used verbatim, but 
pl~giarism occurs just as often 
from school libraries as it does 
from this company." 
'In 1973 eight colleges and 
universities in the Boston area 
discovered tile widespread use of 
purchased term papers. A suit 
was brought against seven 
companies. They lost and were 
dissolved, but not before having 
to tum over their customer lists. 
· Out of · those eight, only 
.,. Boston, Brandeis -·and Tufts 
U n iv e_r s i t i e s t o o k a n y 
disciplinary action. Harvard, 
Boston co'llege, MIT' 
'Northeastern and the µ. of Mass. 
took no action against - the 
students. In Michigan in a_similar 
case, some· students , ~ere 
· expelled . while others received 
· reduced grades. . ·-
Ithaca College frovost' 'Fi'ank 
Datrow said that .he'-hai:r-1not 
even considered the qu~tion of 
~ i SC p 1 i'rta i: Y action· \b~rds 
students who bough.t thei~\~erm 
papers-:' .It would ~e treate1'ci'as "a 
borrowing sch"olarsliip'<: 'iiitd. it 
would. be ,up t_Q· .tlt..~~ProJ sor to 
make a decision. -·:.\· .,_ · · 
.- The Dean's office WO also 
· be involved .and if the s 
felt he was treated- unfair 
.' _ the Dtian'~ pff"~;-.. ;~41 
.. ,UD#i)lufJvdi~;c&ID 
.-fi,1t .~~ abQ.wd.,be. treated j t as· 
"any·; .dthi,r- .':aBe · of -acad mic 
dishonesty/' · . . 
Both 'the. researcli-assis -
and· "ah6st~wri.tjng rums.: 
~c(tba;t" ~isl,i~.: tJi,!'. 
co~i:n·. about. p 
. .• -·b.ud.~-e.Ji~s·:· ..... ; ....,, :·ifll. ·-""-_;i:_ ~· -~~er. 
in~~-~(~m ~~ti:,-,~:- · .--: ·: -··'. 
' ~ . (' 
.,.· ~-;~.:-:- . . ,.. . . . I . ,. 
.-~t~. ;._~,-~ '"'-:·, ....,_·,·.::.'"-·--~.:.·-... _ : , · · , .. , .. ~~-,\,v~h·u~,··~·¾· .i:~:, :,;-.t:!';5~:.)r~t-~:C;?i(;~:.,{.~i~ ... . ··- ',,""/_,, ... - ' ~ I~,'"':,, I .._ 
_. "~ ~-- .., 
... 
By Fred Raker 
~' Will Rogei:s O onc·e said, . "I 
.:.. never' met a man I didn't illce." 
· 'Andy Orgel would have been ·no ·· 
exception. . •. 
·'Orgel, a senior TV-R major;~-
and · head resident of Talcott·-· 
Hall, is well-known for his disc , • 
jockeying on-WICB-FM (Monday 
and Wednesday evenings),, a 
place he h!IS worked- at for four 
years-quite a track record. 
Referring to himself as "tht: old 
man· ·of the stati.on," 'Orgel 
- enjoys working at :wICB:"My 
listeners are my f.worite' 
people-they tell ,you when 
they ettjoy you and . when they 
don't." In addition, h~ was· the 
host of th~ WICB ·. 50 hour 
.Cancer Marathon (i:.aising' $3800)' 
·which took place th.e weekend 
of March 29-3 l. · · 
L~ader Material 
... Definitely a leader, Orgel was 
·A E Rho (the Honorary 
Broadcasting Society) President 
for 1973 and 1974. He described 
the society as "a service and ·an 
art, rather. than a money-making 
organization. It's a professional 
society ail.d an honor to be in it. 
"Old Man" Orgel •••• and friends. 
Just recently, Orgel ·was 
elected National President of A 
E Rho. As. National President, he 
will organize and plan the 
society's activities·- (such as the 
· Fall Convention and-Spring · 
CQDY.ention with the NAB). 
Orgel will also visit schools all 
across the country and. see how 
admits,"Working for Housing 
has been a most valuable 
experience for me at J.C. There's 
a lot of responsibility and· it 
takes a. lot of time but I've 
learned a lot about people.and 
myself." He added/'The kids in 
Tallcott made it comfortable for 
me. My being a stude'nt was a big 
factor in our goed relationship." 
Andy Oracle 
.the national society can help . Oracle, the Senior Honor 
them. He will work with the Society (members are-those who 
other officers in mak~g st1re have a 3.3 averag~ or better and 
what has to get done, get:sdone. . . who. are .dedicated· ,to. ,campus 
Orgel has worked for the I.C. activities), is another part of 
Housing Department for three Orgel's life. He is proud to be a 
years. As a sophomdre, he was member for it is "truly an 
an' SA while undertaking an RA.. . honor." . : 
position_ last year. This is .the . Orgel always has to have 
'first year that undergraduates • something to do. :He ._feels, 
have been allowed to ·hold head "There are never too, many _ 
re.side-n.t . .fobs .. Orgel · ~ings that y~n~,.can_ do.' ~sk_e.d. 
·w· . p·o·T· Rock 'n' Roll 
· .: · ·.:. ·. ,_ is ·Here to.:Stay 
.,. . ,.. . . . . 
By Tom Leander 
Remember the day when the 
great I.C. en~rgy crisis broke and 
it seemed that spring had fallen 
over the .hills? Remember the 
people crowding the front of the 
Union, talking, playing bas_eball, 
and smiling? Remember the loud 
surge of rnQSic cascading from 
somewhere in the. East Tower'? 
The first two· were supplied by· 
the ··grace of 9od and· physical 
pla~t, and the latter by radio 
station WPO'l', still in operation. 
Yessongs album. They pooled 
tog'ether an amplifier, tugitable, 
and some speakers and moved 
the system into the room of 
freshman Scott Laney. Soon a 
mike was installed and Kahn 
made announcements under the 
alias of Cousin Brucie. More 
people stumbled into the room, _ 
including now grand-old disc · 
jockey Rick Miner who dreamed 
up the name WPOT. WPOT was 
off and running. · · · 
Official? 
. about his plans for the future, 
Orgel would.like to get involved 
in public relations or advertising. 
He would not; however, like to 
be a disc jockey. "I want to 
work direqtly with people, not 
over the .air waves." 
Andy Orgel is a special kind 
. o( person. He has given much of 
himself to - this college and 
should be commended for his 
achievements arid contributions. 
Most people know him; those 
·who don?t, sh9uld. 
Three Last Things 
· .. There are three 'things Andy 
Orgel would like to do before he · 
graduates from Ithaca College 
this May: l )' See President . 
Phillips in his office_;. 2}Race 
· Dave - Lcfrd;' ana--···3)W}:ife an 
article about somebody for the 
Ithacan. Good luck(!,?}. 
to announce the floor centrex 
number and welcome calls for 
requests. The station, 
subsequently deluged by phone:· 
calls had to assign a few POT 
sec~~taries. WPOT operated until 
the later part of that afternoon. 
· Since then POT has· broadcast 
about five times. The next time 
it signed on the·air'there wl?re 
some complaints to tum down 
. the volume. It was Sunday, and 
a few irate bookworms in the 
library wer~ distur_bed by the 
loud ml!-sic. 
Glory 
POT's crowning glory cam oti 
that wild Saturday a few weeks 
· -WPOT was created · as a 
- spontaneous venture by -several 
rnember.s of'the thirteenth floor 
East. Tciwer who decided to put 
The official standing of the _ ag9. Observing_ the campus_ in 
· · ·th unusual· throes of madness, the 
. up some stiff competition'to the_ 
"other'.' music giv~rs that ha~ 
moun~ed°.the.ir_AR's, ~o:iteers; _or 
KLH's next fo the window sill. 
Tiie .'overwheiming success of 
'WJ>QT_ was· due·to the go~wiiI . 
~d glazed eyes -Of its operatOIS 
. - and, a set. of·. SRO '15. inch 
. , .. Custo)l) spe~eni . . ' . ·.· 
" · .. According'to-:Jlru~ Kahn, one 
-·./, -~j'.POT?s 'qt;iginafois, the station 
. , .. ,began· .~_~h~ ,. he. _and ... nave 
. :·. ).i.¢K'.~.Jiai(~~jded to !>~ss the 
, . i:,mpus':with's~me_mus1c.offthe 
·- ~··: ,_ . - . .: ~ 
station began however, when e (continued on page tour) 
idea occurred to the POT staff 
. -· 'S!,~t;H/,~~ 
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( 
around ihe campus ) 
Chi Phi Fraternity is sponsoring a Muscular 
Dystrophy Dance beginning midnight, Friday 
April 26 through 6 p.m., Sunday, April 28th, ~ 974 
at Cornell University's Barton Hall. 
Chi Phi's marathon will feature continuous liv.e 
music, food, mini-auctions and prizes for the 
winning· couples. Participating couples (not 
restrjcted to male- female) will receive cannist.ers 
with which they will solicit contributions enabling 
them to dance. In the event of a tie, the couple 
that has collected the most donations will win. 
WICB Radio will have full coverage of the 
marathon. For this marathon to be a success more 
donations and participants are needed. 
Businesses wishing to donate prizes or food; 
organizations wishing to sponsor couples; and 
people interested in participating in our "Dance 
For Those Who Can't" please contact Charles 
Mintzer at 272-9837 or Bruce Rosen at 272-495 l. 
Medieval Fair 
Chivalrous knights, fair damsels, and wild 
dragons will abound when Risley Residential 
College at Cornell University presents its third 
Medieval Fair on Saturday, April 27, 1974 from 
noon until late at night, on the Risley 
grounds-r.just across from Triphammer Bridge on 
the main campus. 
The event will be open to the public and is free! 
Career Opportunities in Biology 
"Career Opportunities in Biology", an informal 
panel discussion is to be presented on Tuesday, 
April 30, at 4:00 p.m. in room 110 of tl1e Science 
Building. The speakers will be Dr. lmre Tamas, Dr. 
John Confer, and Miss Lucille Schmeider of the 
Ithaca College Department of Biology and Miss 
·Joy Evans, Director of Services for Career Plans. 
Th_e program, sponsored by the Office of the Dean 
of Humanities and Sciences and Services for Career 
· 'Plans wiJI focus on options at Ithaca College ·for 
students who want to prepare for biology related 
· careers, graduate school or professional schools, 
and will discuss the kinds of positions available in 
educ<1ti:on, government, industry, etc. Following 
the program, students will have the opportunity to 
ask questions and to chat informally with the 
speakers and other resource people who will be 
present. Refreshments will be served. 
Wo~en's Festival 
I This weekend, April 26, 27, 28, is a fine time 
: for 'the women. of Ithaca to get together. Not just 
the women of. the two colleges, but also the 
women of the_.community. 
The Women's Festival, sponsored by the Ithaca 
Women!s Center, is scheduled to run workshops on 
pertinent facets of a_ woman's life, such as Rape; 
Lesbian Mothers, Women and Writing, Sexism and 
Women and Women's Health Issues. 
This is a basic celebration of womanhood, 
which-should l!e shared by all ·women. There will 
he something here for every -0ne, and I.C. women 
should support and participate.in this celebration, 
Best of Broadway 
The Best Of Broadway features the entire score of 
Cole Porter's Anything Goes. Host Rich Frishman 
will talk about what is opening in_ Ithaca and New 
York City this week. The Best of Broadway can be 
, heard each Sunday at 11 :00 a.m. on WICB-AM. 
Careers in Journalism 
, "Careers in Journalism" an informal panel 
discussion is to he presented ori Thursday. ~--pril 
25, at 4:00 p.m. in Room 105 of Ftjends Hall. The 
speakers -will -~ Dr. John Keshishoglou, Director 
of · the Division of Communicafions al Ithaca 
.. Colleae; Mis.c; Joy ·Evans, Director, Services. for 
-Career Plans; and Mr.;'. Karen Perretta, a 1972 
graduate of joumalisrn school who is a reporter for 
·the .Ithaca Journal. The program, sponsored by the 
-Office of the Dean of l:lumaruties and Sciences, 
and Services for .Career Plans,· will focus on options 
at -Ithaca Collegt! for students.who want to-prepare 
for journalism,, schools' of journalism, com&,inin8 
journalism with. ·other c&Mer: interests', and .the 
realities of. work in jou,..alism. .followinK the 
proa,am •.. ~~udents ~ill have the. opportunity to ask 
questions ,q,d to chat info~ally withtbe-apoakers 
and other .. resource people who w~I be prese:t, 
Refmbmtmts will be served. 
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editori.~a:I Cycle of' Merit 
Taking a loo~ at the concerts for the black weeks or weekends of 
the past two years, clearly the musical events that took place could 
benefit the entire Ithaca College community, but. by design aqd 
nature do not. Their appeal, as presently directed, ·is to the black 
community, which is all well and good, and it is the black 
community which wishes to and will attend. 
At what price, though? Last year, S.A.B. lost $3,500 on Kool and 
the Gang. This year's Mandrill concert, good music in itself, lost 
$6,000, three grand of Student Congre1>s' funds. As usual, the 
complaints come forward. · 
and surely there is · no one, no one, on this campus who cannot 
afford a five-dollar ticket to something he really wants. -
A ,choice-was made this past weekend, be it to go ·to Hobart for 
$1 (plus gas and expenses) or · Mandrill for $4 here, or to go to . · 
Mandrill or not.. 248 · tickets- were sold. That ~is an indication of· 
desire. Another indication is organization, the u._m·e, the drive put _ 
into ~n event. _Any attempt to-organize is replete with problems, yet 
the attempt can only be judged by its ability to overcome• 
difficulties, internal or external.,, , -
This is not,to say that the events should not be scheduled in the 
future, or that subsidation,' where needed and merited, should not 
' 
Ticket prices were too high. · Stanley "T': was at Hobart for ·a occur. No - both are encouraged. By helping those who are trying 
dollar, Mandrill for $4.50 here. Put Mandrill at $1 and there would to help and who themselves need help, everyone (that's eveiyqne) 
have been a bigger crowd. Granted, but enough to warrant an 80 gains. But surely those needing help only want help that is justified 
percent price reduction'! What that suggests is that S.A.B. or Student and actually necessary. Token or insinc;~re, appeasing help, as seems 
Congress subsidize each year's concert as a good will-- gesture, to be happening now~ is not .but superficial help; outwardly 
knowing that in all probability money in sizeable amounts would he beneficiai inwardly de.nigrating. _ · • , 
lost. A balanced cycle of merit and· help is needed. Help should not be 
Ithaca College's student body hopefully is not above benevolence. conferred where unjustified; and the need and desire for help must 
The judgment still remains, however, whether such subsidation is be truly proven. Student Congr~ss and S.A.B. should not be 
warranted. The black community is certainly not the richest segment reluctant to give monetary aid where needed, but at the same time 
· W ~~~o;:: ~e:·f he ·wh;' ;, i;·"Wait;~; be ;·i~ L;idi~·;1·:~~and why 
'-c.:-===================1), are we saying these terrible things about him? 
In a day and age when political competency is constantly 
questioned, it ~eems only logkal that our government here at Ithaca 
College would suffer a few gunshot wounds every now and again. 
Just what is political competence'!- Better yet, how does it relate to. 
the role of a student congress representative'! 
Political competency is not an ea~ily defined term. Let it _suffice 
to u~e prohahly the most general of definitions - "To be 
'representative of one's electorate". To represen·t the views of those 
that have elected you to office. That really doesn't sound very hard. 
So why does it seem that this proceedure carried out is the 
exception rather than the rule'! 
Examine the structure of student congress ... There is an executive 
hoard elected hy the student body at large and representatives of the 
student body: from each of the dorms (according to the number of 
students), each congress sponsored organization (a dub that get~ 
moriey from <.:ongress), and off-campus students ( in p_roportion to 
the number of students off-campus during the given year) - elected 
hy each dorm,. duh or group._ "Ele<.:ted" is a great word to toss 
arounu, hut just what is involved in getting "elected" to congress'! 
!low many of the clubs and dorms award the title of Congress 
Representative as their annual hoobie prize'! H9w many _of them are 
volunteered rather than elccted'!'Well, there's really nottiing that can 
he sail.I or com plained ahou t that now, if the students th,at these 
reprcsen tatives arc serving are allowing this to happen. 
• The que~tion'! The question 'is what happe·ned at Tuesday's 
Stude·nt Congress meeting'! A student representative was ·elected to 
Would vou buy a used college from tnese Trustees? 
comment. 
the Board of Trustees. Walt Leiding (TV-R '76) was elected to this 
position. Many members of the student body are questioning the 
qualifications of our new- board rep. Alas, too late the congress 
goers, What else is new? Maybe it's true that o·ther_students running 
for this position were more qualified. Then who decided and what 
were these decisions made on? We may never know ... No one may 
ever care enough to find out. . · · 
Is responsibility a prerequisite to a position on the Board of 
Trustees? If so is Walt LeiEling a responsibl.~ member of the IC 
student body? What determines responsibility? Is it just a mattet of 
carrying around titles of responsible .positions? Yes, Walt has a lot of 
impressive titles. But titles do not make the man. Was the congress 
election last Tuesday just another popularity contest? Should the 
election have been opened up to the- entire student body? Maybe the 
results would have ·been the same, but they shouldn't be. Student 
Congress members are supposedly more competent than tqe general 
electorate iri voting on responsible matters. 
We question the competency of those who were electing as much 
as that of he who was elected. Did they really consider who they 
were representing in their vote? 
The concen:i must be about getting someone on the Board of 
Trustees who's not only representative of tp.e student_ body, but also. 
able to competently carry out the. duties that the title implies. We 
need perhaps to re-evaluate congressional appointments and 
·elections and ~hat t~ey should mean, rather. tban what'Ahey- do. 
mean. 
Rock n, Roll (continued from page three) 
• - • --'Ii-
rnan,agr•·s decided it was a good 
time to set up shop. The front of , 
the Union was jammed with 
people' in search of free beer. 
Massive attacks of . streakers 
occasionally split the crowd. The 
East and West 'Towers were 
engaged in the traditional verbal 
war. POT set up again and 
cranked up to full power. The 
wind was blowing towards town 
and ·it carried strains of hard 
rock n' roll far and wide. 
· The city of · Ithaca police 
reached POT about 11 :45 p.m. 
and asked floor thirteen to tum 
it off because of the numerous 
compl'aints from Ithaca 
,. 
residents. -,, · · .. 
The staff of POT plans to · ·;.:-
con tipue its brol!_dcasts provided 
I.C. continues with the favorable 
response and the spring weather 
contihues. There have · already 
been arangements made to get 
WPOT sweatshirts. 
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By Reggie Simmons 
The Blad. and _Latin. community of Ithaca 
College presented a Cultural Experience April I c, 
th rough '.!O. It could hest hl' described · as a 
··peoples conference·:. We heard presentations 
dealing with Third World politics. art, and 
psychology. Several speakers· gave their views on 
the plight of peopli: of color in a world which is 
hostile to their very existence. Attendi11H..'C at these 
lectures was r.ot phenomenal. But the important 
_thing is that "era una cosa nuestra". 
These intellectual· di!.cussions were 
supplemenfed by exhibitions of Third World .art. 
We were ahle to witness our essence expressed 
through film and dance. This reaffirmed for'us th'e 
concept that the arts can be used to further the 
struggle. · 
Mandrill performed on Saturday and tlie size of· 
the audience was poor. But it was ours and the vibe! 
was good, that is all that matters. .. . 
. And now. brotbt'rs and sisters, .. our week o( 
cultural . expression is over. Hopefully our 
consciousness has been stimulated. We know what 
is happening to our people · and .we have a lot i,f 
work to do. Tenemos que luchar. C'omo dijo Piri, 
.. we're all going to die:anyway'" · 
· .. : . .. 
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ACROSS 
To be drawn 
at the bar 
6 Nobel prize winner 
in literature 
11 Colony of bees 
12 Not concerned with 
ethics 
14 Marsh plant 
15 Activities 
coordination 
17 Biblical name 
18 Soviet politician 
20 Spore sacs 
21 Places: Lat. 
23 Easy 
24 Baseball term 
--2-6-Not suitable 
27 Let it stand 
29 Pink wine 
30 Numb 
32 Three-pronged 
spears 
34 Shell ff sh 
36 Health resorts 
37 Bombastic speech 
. 41 Nap 
45_NarratJve poem . 
46 Woman's name 
48 - Hall 
· University 
49 Type of lamp 
50 Poisonous lizard 
52 Narcotic 
53 Jab 
55 Swiss city 
57 Hockey great 
58 Enter unnoticed 
60 He said "Go West, 
young man" 
62 Piece of thread 
63 Messenger 
64 Pungent 
65 Russian rulers 
DOWN 
l Concerning sight 
2 Insect egg 
3 Dutch dialect 
4 Zodiac sign 
5 Gateway structures 
6 Meas~ring device 
7 Among 
8 Extinct bird 
9 Auk genus 
10 Eng11s~ novelist 
To the Editor: 
.• 
This past weekend, the A.L.S. 
Cultural Committee presented 
Mandrill/New Decade in concert. 
This past weekend Student 
Congress got zapped for a 
$3,000 loss and tl}e 
administration a $10_00 loss. 
Only 248 tickets were accounted 
as being sold" out of a possible 
total of 4,000. Speaking off the 
record as Bureau of Concerts 
Chairman, but still l\S a 
concerned student at l.C., I 
would like to say·tliis: When are 
we going to accept the fact that" 
they · are cont_inually losing 
money on these concerts, and . 
stop allocating funds for them. 
Granted that the A.LS. 
concert ran into some problems; 
the cancellation of the Main 
Ingredient and Labelle with the 
su bseq uan t'" replacement by 
Mandrill/New Decade. But this 
does not account for the poor 
11 Athletes Hank and and inept handling of the 
Torrmy concert by the A.LS. Having sat 
Chance ... or Choice 
To the Editors: 
1 am writing in regards to the 
Congress meeting held last 
Tuesday-the meeting where the 
student representative to the 
Board of Trustees was elected. It 
was important enough to draw 
several observers and most of the 
congress members. 
Unfortunately many of the 
members of c9ngress are 
politically irresponsible, as the 
votj.ng last night showed. For 
reasons I can't understand, the 
two most outstanding n9minees 
did not even make a showing in 
the final tally. These two people, 
· Judy Mct:oy and Mark Speil.ing, 
.are known around campus as 
students who are not afraid to 
stand up for what they believe, 
even though it may make waves 
with the administration·:.. 
Congress seemed to vote against 
these people for the very reasons 
they should have voted for 
them. Is congress, t h e supposed 
representative student body in 
the school, afraid to support 
someone willing to take a stand? 
I always thought that Ithaca 
College reached mediocrity by 
chance - not by choice! 
Amazed and tiisappointed, 
Miriam Clark 
By Bill Henk 
Editor's Note: Since tl11s is Bill Henk 's last concert 
review for The Ithacan, we are in memoriam 
presenting the original, full length, uncut and 
unedited version. Next week. 
13 Destructive -insect in on -several ·meetings since-the- •·••••••• •• • 14 Hairlike inception of this concert back in ••••••• + 
projections , • • 16 Evenings {poet:) January, 1 know this: The A.L.S. ' 
19 Norse night has no excuse for the poor • • · 
22 Emetic plant advertising and promotion of the • THE PLANTATJO. N 
26 Sea bi rd concerts; the lack of cooperation • 
· 28 Gratuities • ~. 29 Plant again and notification of progress of ...:OlllfO.\ AND EXOTIC PLA.,T~ .• 
31 Sunmon the concert with the office of·. Cactus, Succu!l.'11/s, ,1 /01•.1 Cut flower Bouquet.I' 
33 Platform campus activities; the lack of • Terran,1111 Plants BookJ, Pots. Supp/ie.l' • 
35 Red wine conscience in not cancelling .tile. • 37 Piles Beautiful l/a11gi11g Baskets Seeds. Bu/11.1· 
38 stage parts concert while they still had time • 
39 Deficiency d.isease after it was known that only 25 •. Orchids, Bom{I}, Palms. Fems • 
40 Arabian prince tickets had been sold 4. days • 42 Saunters · h • Ideal Gifts to Brwg l/0111e 
43 Performed pnor to t e concert: · f 1. • One of the main problems •. or ·amih• and Frie11d.1 
nationally 
44 "Twelve -· Men" seems to stem from a lack o( c:;;;;i'!llf1FaJ • 
47 Dismount co,m.munication between • ~~II • 
51 Land measure· (pl·) S.A.B./Bureau of Concerts, and • l 54 1.· • · 
54 Dodge City marshal th AL S Wh th h -1 c... ~late ~t. • 55 Metal lie element e · · · Y en as no one 27 56 Queen of the Gods A. L.S. member, bothered. to ·• • ;J. 7 23 I- • 
59 Trombonist Winding· attend anY' S.A.B./B. of C. .._ 
61 Musical ability _ meeting the whole year to give ....................... . 
THE VILLA 
some input? We are accused of 
being non-coop!!rative and 
i:i,on-caring. This is not the case . 
. It is the responsibility of the 
A.L.S. to come and infonn 
S.A.B. well before the fact, and 
not weeks before a major event. 
~)our protection- - our profession" 
: Comer of 3rd and Madison Street 
2 block$ from rt. 13 
- I"·' 
3rd street exit 
ITALIAN-AMERICAN CUISINE 
Daily special-Pizza and Carry c;)Ut 
"«;>edipus" at Cornell 
Student Congress 'has : been 
put in the position·orsupportlng 
A.L.S. concer~ for the last 2 
years. We have lost $11,000 in 
,the process. When are ·we going 
to learn? 
Bob Sa_charoff 
NOTES 
Want to go Abroad? 
·srokers 
~obert S. Boothroyd Class of '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd 
Henry· G. Keyser 
William Fffn 
Class of '60 
Class of 's;i 
C.l.U. 
ROBE~T S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY. INC. 
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/THIIFlltK! 
By Sam Milgrim 
Many were up;et a few w_eeks ago when 
Midnight Cowboy was rescheduled; well, for those 
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of you who waited patiently, your chance has 
come again. Midnig~t Cowboy will absolutely be 
here this. Thursday an<!._ Friday for everyone to 
enjoy.' 
It is the story of Joe Buck (Jon_Voight), a man 
from Texas who thinks he is a cowboy, but ·who 
earned his spurs in a Houston haillburger joint. He· 
comes to New York to seek his .fortune and to sell 
an obvious commodity, his body. With the help of 
his friend and ·part-time pimp, Ratso Rizzo (Dustin 
Verdi Requirri 
at Cornell. 
-·Joel and: John' 
By Rick Bernstein 
C9mparisons befyleeil Billy .. Joel and Elton John. 
are · inevitable. The · primary similarities ate that · 
each . is a singer-composer-pjano· -.· player. _Joel,·. 
-though, is his own lyricist,· distinguishing himself 
Hoffman) he tries to-find himself in a complicated _ Approximately 2so·. singers 
up-side-down world. Failing to do so, and with the a,nd instrumentalists will fill the 
hope of a better life in Florida, they continue the Bailey Hall stage Tuesday 
·search to warmer climates. evening ( April 30) to present 
The film is as nebulous and vague, as it .is one of the most popular works 
complicated and though p.rovok1ng. Hoffman and in the choral-orchestral 
Voight are both fantastic and under the direction repertoire,- the Requiem of 
of John Schlesinger these two actors reach new 'Giuseppe Verdi. .. 
heights in their respective careers. Musical rcsourc·es of Cornell 
She has made solo from John. · ~-- - · · 
~~e;:~tral . appearances under He is. also somewhat !!kin to Bernie Taupin. 
conductors. Ormandy, Abbado Taupin's lyrics to "Your Song" are reminiscent of 
and Skrowaciewski. Eva "If .i Only Had'the Words (To T.eU-You)". Both 
songs. eX:press similar themes o'f a love ~o great that Dobrowska, born and educated . . 
. p 1 d t d H )Vord§.are not capable to fully_confmunicate. Eacht m O an • oure ungary, as lyricist; has tried to empafhi'ze with an 
France and Holland where she. · · . . · . . . 
. 1 f 1 . . ' oppressed group.· Tau pm. dISplayed his- sympathies 
.-
Midnight Cowboy will be present~d on University and Ithaca College 
Thursday an<l Friday April 25 and 26 in T 102 at 7 will be combined in the first 
and <J P.M. for 75 cents. major public performance 
won a~ .. m :"t iona · ~mgi~g with the chain gang con·in "Rotten Peaches".·Joel 
cAo~p~titionSh e ?r~ c~mmtlg O updates the theme when he argues on behalf of the 
menca. e JS presen Y -a · h if · ~- · h · ' 
. . T. . . . rUnaway ousew e; a growing-- Q enomenon1 m- . 
leadmg mezzo with the .n-C1ties "St - 1 N d ,, J l' "C t · J k" · lt 0 1 op n eva a . oe s ap am ac msu s. 
Rex Ree<l called 1t " ... the most brilliant, involving conductors and 
incredibly marvelous film I've seen in 5 ar.6 years'' musical organizations from both 
and no doubt, many of you will agree, Five Easy institutions. The Ithaca College 
Pieces i~ an incredible film. 1 tis _th_c story_ of a man ;orchestra and .Cornell Glee Club 
torn between two completely different hfc styles, ·and C'horus will be under the 
the rcfind one of his musical family a_nd the rough baton of Thomas Michalak, 
one of the Texa~ n:l fields. di rector of · the College 
- pera. . . . the te_1my-bopper audience in the same mannef ~s 
The v~rd i Requiem was Taupin and John do with "Bennie And The Jets" 
· d mory of and - · · ' compos~ m me . . . although "Captain Jack"· is a much stronger 
admiration for H~lfan wnter indictment of the way in which youth spend and 
Alessandro Manzom. The work t. th . t· 
. 1 b ~ f . t was e eir 1me. 1d5 u n_usua d eca~t:e O ~ 5 Both composers, Joel and John, utilize a 
i:amatic an exc1 mg music. · dil . . b . f th · th t 
Sometimes called "Verdi's finest steak Yb growmg eatkm m?st O d. tiru~/ ~ 
Opera," it 
1 
contains sevTerhael -:papeeal :: ~3:~ht~ io~ a:dI's1t~=r:~;ed :gre°:i"ai: jack Nicholson, Easy Rider, Carnal Knowledge Orchestra. The singers have been 
and The King of Marvin Gardens. is the hardboiled prepared by their director, 
hand who tries lo return to the quieter life he once Thoma~ A. Sokol. 
famous so o passages. . h d. t d ·o h t t· · k 
T d · es t t· at m t e stu 10 o recor . re es ra 10n IS a ey to ues ay evening pr en a 10n - . . · h d · b t ·t d f · 
B il 1:1 11 -11 t k 1 · "thi their dnvmg ryt ms, an IS e ter sm e or· a a ey a w1 a e p ac~ w1. n .studio set-up. knew. Karen Black ( Easy Rider, Drive, He Said Four young artists will appear 
and Portnoy's Complaint) is equally good as the as guest soloists with the 
gum chewing waitress who lives with Nicholson. e nsernble. Kathryn · Bou!eyn, 
Susan Ans1,ach, (Play It Again Sam and Bloom in Metropolitan Opera National 
l:.ove) and Sally Struthers (All in The Family) arc Audition winner, has sung 
also featured in the film and arc also quite good. leading soprano roles with the 
Five Easy Pieces will he· prcsenfcd on Saturday Philadelphia. Lyric -Opera, 
and Sunday April 27 and 28 in TIO'!. al 7, CJ and Pen.nsylvania Opera, Indian 
11 on S~t.-and 7 and 9 on Sunday for 75 cents. Univer,ify Opera and Curtis 
a few weeks of the anniversary . . . . 
.of the first performance in Even . tho~gh ~1ano-man - IS. a _masterp1e~e, . 
Milan Ital on May 22 1874. ~e.ca~se It paints Wl~nout a misplaced stroke what 
T . 'k t Yf, ·th 8. 1 •5 P m 1t 1s hke to play a stnng of sleazy c_lubs on the road ic e s or e · · · t t d ·t h · d h ct· 1 d 
concert are on sale ai Cornell's . 0 ~ ar om, l . as g~e too muc ra 10 .P ay an 
Lincoln Hall1, lthca College's 15 simply worn it, genms-0r no. 
-* 
Egbert Union and McNeil music. ' ' A i n ' t N o C r i m e" s t e P s o u t 
in downtown Ithaca. ($2.50,' o f tbe Elton John 'mold and encompasses the--
$3.50) Leon Russell school of singing and playing, 
SESSIONS: 
. 
June 10th 
June 24th 
July Uth 
- July 22nd 
Aug .. 5th 
Social Science 
};'inc Arts 
Radio-TV 
Drama 
-c-1"atural Science -
Music 
Athletics 
Film 
Humanitirs 
Exhibits· 
Theatre 
Cincmatogr!phy 
Health> 
Recreation .-
Work Shop_s 
Comuiunications Arts \ 
,_ 
ALSO 
Sumiilcr 
.Repertory 
-Theatre 
Su111tner Recreation at its ·Einest.--
. . ' 
--
,,·. 
( 
, ~· 
' - . . . .. ,. : ,' ' .. --~.,..;.-, 
·,. 
. complete with soul-sister back-up-vocals. Still it's a 
swinging raucous number that'll keep you jumping. ' 
However if" all-[ have said has made you think 
that Bill.y Joel is a recording-· artist void qf a 
distinct personal style, give him time. This ii-his· 
second album .and by its success. so far, there ·are 
going to be several more to follow. He couldn't I 
have picked two more popular piano players· to 
·stylize himself after, and in several cases he ·has 
lmproved upon the basic format the previous 
artists inifiateci. "Billy J.oel is·-a sometime 
easy-listening, sometime.lots-of-jumping, sometime 
down-to-earth album worth adding to your record 
collection-especially if you like Elt.Qp John-and -
Le911 Russell. · 
rhe e~r th shatter)ng noise from th1s·p·urse-fitting horn 
g,ves you the protection you've been 16oking for against.· 
. muggers and ,ap,,as. Just snap two penlt!jht balteHes into 
th,; amazing new Vigilant Alarm an_d you're re.idy. No 
wires required. Complete.p11cka9P includes supersirnpJe,· --
1nstruc1,ons showing how the Alarm can also be easily-
1115,alled on w,ndows or doors. GET VIGIL.ANT BEFORE. -
THEY GET YOU. . ' · · 
SUPPLY LIMITED . . MA.IL Tt-tlS COUPON TODAY! 
Send me of V1g1lanJ Surqlar Alarms · 
I flnclose Sl oo for each V1g1lani Alarm 
I under Stand 1h01 11 I am not 101aJly Family Jewels Ltd: . 
s.1111ot,ed 1 r w,11 rece,ve a comolele refund 3431 Wffl VillardAvtnue 
,L ,e,urnep Y'llrthin 10 dayl, .. -. M,twaukH. WilcaDun. 53209. ""-,J, 
NAME--------------..---
AODRESS .· .. 
'.-: . · ... ~: 
, ~.;;·. . ::·~; 
-~;' :~ ~-
,·,· . 
CJTY _________ ....,,STATE_---·-ZIP~-'-::). --~.' 
:,/ · .. ·, 
, . 
"1.il: 
1 • _ .. .., • 
._-·;'·:.:-:>· ·::c..:_·~_·):-:-,r,_--}· .\_--:-/:=,~- -··-.:.,,._ ... ' ~ .''," ': •'"' ....... •~ I I·',;• 
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A Fine Way to Spend 
,a Night o:r Day 
By Neville_Chemung 
proper gun for the final scene, delivering a 
make-shift tub of butter to his tempermentaJ star. 
"Shooting a movie," Truffaut say·s, "is like a 
In -France film-making is considered a valid art stagecoach ride in the'Old. West. When you start 
form, ranking right up there with sculpture, out you want to have an easy ride; by half way 
theater, and the novel. Film journals iri France are you'd just like to-reach your destination." , 
more -scholarly than in 'America; film-makers are Day for Night is much more than a film on the 
placed higher on the artistic pedestal in: their own making of a film: it Ts a funny, sad; sensitive film 
countnr than are their American countetparts about people playing roles, people trying to cope 
(sometirnes~_this adulation..can get out of hand-the· with themselves after their brief moments on 
French consider Jerry Lewis a comic genius). Jn - screen are over. The stars of "Meet Painela" are a 
his new film, Day for Night, Francois Tfuffaut group of troubled souls: troubled- by age, love 
pays. homage to the trials -and tribulations of affairs, the demands of their craft. 
film-makers,_ re-asserting in his grand French The four principal characters are treated. with 
fashion- that "Cinema-is King!" - · care and intelligence and humour by Truffaut and 
- 'In Day for Night, Tru'ffaut utilizes the by the excellent actors and actresses of what might 
technique of a fllm within a film. The film within -- be called the Truffaut Repretory Company that 
The. lthaean,1 ' ~pril 25, 1974, Page 7 
IC TV 
The following programs -wlll be broadcast on Sunday 
evening, April .28, 1974, on ICTV, Cable Channel 7. 
7:30 Consumer lnslglft This week's topic Is shopllfitlng. 
Ithaca Pollce Chief James Herson and Larry Bowman Join 
r1ost Pat Carrrpbell to discuss the problem In Ithaca. 
8:00 Allegro Joseph E. Tague, Professor of Music Joins 
hostess '?lane Gayoskl th\s week to discuss the evolution 
of the keyboard Instruments. 
8:30 What's, cookln'7 Guest chef Richard Rleter Joins 
Neal Schwartz and Fred Berner to prepare Zucchini 
Barges and Spinach Cottage Cheese this week. 
9:00 Emphasis Ithaca ICTV's weekly news show that 
'wraps.up this past week's news events on and around the 
Ithaca college campus. 
9:30 Buckdancer's Choice Host Bob Bcllln presents 
folsklnger and songwriter Dana Simmons to sing his songs 
and tell of his experiences In and out of the music world. 
COOK-GAUNTLEl~1· · 
TRAVB. 
• 
•tNDIVllllJAL & GROYF lRA VEL 
•EXCLUSIVE .AGENl"S FOR S OF .A. 
•tN'fRA-EUROIIEAN FLIWITS & TOURS 
273-_3_073 
20, N. AllH.Ol{A ST ITH/\CA NY . 
entitled "Meet Pamela", is the. last of the great play them. Jean-Pierre Leaud (who has appeared in 
studio flicks (by admission of the director Two English Sisters anci a number of· otherk@~[Jji~;::!Ai-~"1"~1"Jt..,~-~-~~.;--;;-~/=-~=-~p;~~~~-~·-.:.~:,;-:-=.;~~·;.'. .:,-~:-=·~~:·..:~'11{/fll 
Ferrand, magnificently_ played by one Francois Truffaut films), Jean-Pierre Aumont (Jean-Pierre ,_ 
Truffaut). Ferrand is a gentle, 1:1nprepossessing must be a very-popular name for actors in France), _, 
man,' battle-scarred before his production begins Valentina Cortese and Jacqueline Bisset are all 1,:: 
(from an old- army wound)-not exactly the type brilliant. - · 
th"at's suited for the role of God he must assume: Day for Niglit, a film for people who make and I' 
Ferrand, as played by Truffaut, is hardly the peQple who love movies, is currently playing at our ii 
embodiment of the traditional image of The Lord: Temple Theati;_r. • 
his world is planned but hardly orderly (no 
omnipotent, raging grandad with a white beard 
he-re). He is ·petitioned by everyone on the set to 
m~age sifch _aet~il~ as _,P!C~in[ M~, clioosing the 
- . 
P.S. Contrary to popular opinion, "hooga chugga 
chugga hooga" has nothing at all to do with this 1"' 
' I' 
--
._.,. 
. film, , .. 
'MISTER DONUT 
~-The-.lest up 
oi Coffee 
in Town_ 
· 2" soutil IHUOW 
call tlte VllLACI Ga&• 
at couu•n c0tr•11s· 
I,. 
~ · 201 S. Tioga_ St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
- 272-8262 
WEDDING RINGS 
. by 
Dt/ETTE 
,. 7 
-·r ... ' ,,,_,.. 
I ~ 
. -~j 
-· 
I 88 Plc,1s<111t (;rovl' Ro,Hl 
<>1K11 ;rucsd,iv tliru Saturdav 
, , 
10:00 J\.M. to 5:00 P.M. 
• 
.. 
.. 
., 
• 
.. 
.. 
• 
................. "' ................................. -............................................ · ........ . 
-MAYERS SM~KE SHOP 
lp1cializi111 in 
-,--~11 Smoker's Supp~i~9-
. -
-Paper bound-Books 
Pip• ~epairs 
Magazines 
__ N•wapapers _ 
:... N•NI To St11111tl Th,aNr JI I E .. $/qi• St.- _,_ 
Comet In ,And- Get Acquainted 
• ~•, • I .,_ •, 
-~: 
SAB WANTS V,OUt 
Are you interested in becoming 
one- of the 6 chairmen of the 
Student Activities 8,oa,:d? 
FILMS 
RECREATION 
- -
W.A~ c~-Y. 
EXHIBITS 
SPEAKERS 
-- -
--PUBLICITY 
,·or a'memb'er of the 
8UR.EAU ·o·f _ CONCE.RTS 
-··· Pi~~ __ up __ -a'! application in the Union Office 
be/or~_ 
- TUES. APRIL 30 
' . 
I ' 
: ' 
Thi:tiAaic·anf\i\p~~~i&i:,1f74J~~ii fl;,,..'+ ' '--, '•, ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ·-~ -- . ' ."' : ,",' ' -:- '', ' .. ·, ., ' :-
i:* '.:J«t}/Jct*'lt*'.** it*~*:* *'i(jtt 'k * *: * )t 
i(:: THE ITHACA COLLEGE , . , : *, i( ' . ' ' . ' . ' ·- * 
i( BlJREAU OF ,CONCERTS ,..: 
.... · PROU.DL Y PRESE~TS .A * 
iC,•'• , ,FR-EE _ * t OUTDOOR CONCERT ! 
i(..-i WITH * 
i(' ' * 
i( ~ ·* 
* \ * 
i( ·* 
* * * ~*·:, ~ ,··)t;. 
* and- )ff 
i(. ., DUY - >4) 
i( / ( . . . . '' a ' . -•,- ..... ···*·· 
ie. _ Time: 12:30 ~ 5:00 . . . , ·-*: 
i( Sunday April 28th by the Garden Apts. )t 
~- _•. in case of raip _or incle~ellt weather- · . 'IL: 
~ moved to the Union Caf .. at 2:00 ..-.--iC- ' I * 
i( ·__ THANKS-~OR A GREA-T CONCERT YEAR: *~ 
. -
i( - David_ F.xye/Livingsto~ ~aylo~ '- · *·· 
i( -· Bette Midler Stankey ·Brown .·)f., · 
i( Mini Folk Festival Focus· )t 
i( New Riders Odeans/Duv , )t 
i( . The BUREAU ~f CONCERTS ·consists of , )t 
i( Brooke AshbY, Biil Henit; Do'nie8, Janie Rachlin, . - · )t 
i( Roger--Reid, Bob :Saoh~roff, ·Palma Sis~~- ~~--~sp_ecial ;. I' - : * 
~ thanks.to Ba~ry Kjl!cher,- la_ckie_M~G~n~,· Ja~ .G:att-i{ _ , ·_ 
1 
-~ 
~ Amy Hebarci.~nd .a host· of.others. -· · -_ ---~ - - :: ._.-... ~ 
. ,, . ', ' ' -. -. . -. ' ' '-..* 
'.. \ ' -
' . 
- - ~ . 
i( ~~e~ou_ Nez~·.--Ye~! \ - · - · _ -.. __ , .,-- . ~-· )t 
,.. -- , .. 
i( -~ . If you _are i~tereste~ i~ bec~m1ng a -.~ember of. ne~t-- -~.e~r~s · -. -., _ -··- :.:;*--
* .. But'ellq or~onceri:s, pi!:k ?paj>plica~ns if t~e l/niOnJi>ffice ' , ' , · .... * 
~ :w w lilt' lilt>. lilt -~~- M }lit, ·.llt\llll- ·.,W~ lilt·.: lll(~:"-111{, .. lljl,_-~}.t_:./~,,:°'_w lit-. lit.--. ~>-~. ~ .,... -r· -r .,... ~--r -r -r-~':'.T ~,,·T,:,,;;Jr.:. 'T":-,-. ~-·~-~ '~.)~~;.~-
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GREEKS 
• ~ '• • ·1. • - • 
,. 
(c:on_tll1-ued from page one) 
. "Broad way". The general 
brealcdown of the competition is 
intQ three categories·.- those of 
gan:ies, skits, and the sing. 
All sororities and fraternities 
that pay "social dues" compete 
in the three designated divisions. 
These primarily include the 
Social Service and Physical 
Education. fraternities. It is 
possible for the excluded 
fraternities to enter an event 
with.out being c"nsidered part of 
the competition, (as was done 
by the Music Fraternity two 
years ago when· they entered the 
sing competition). 
The first of the events will 
commence at 8 P.M. on Friday 
in. the Terrace Dining Hall; this 
will ·be the presentation of the 
. skits. Each group 'will perform 
t. some A comical: skits I!.. somehow 
' centeteci oh.-· the :-'theme- -of 
"Broadway" · 
The second even"t,° the Greek 
. games, \\'.ill take place at 2 P.M. 
o~ ~aturday in the.Gym. They 
. will mclude relays.and swimming 
pool races. These activities are 
. not based on previous physical 
ability - they could include 
imaginative races such as a 
''.ping-pong push" in the pool. 
On Saturday · night in the 
Terrace cafeteria there will be a 
band party, open to the Ithaca 
~allege campus, ·featuring Irwin. 
1 he . cost ( though not ·· yet 
precisely determined) will 
probably be fifty cents 
including all the beer you ca~ 
drink. 
The final contest of the , 
weekend, the sing, will be held 
the ii:on shop 
DOWN-Tow, 
L~t:SLAL GIFTS . • FlltEPL\CI:. E()l'IP\IL\T 
FliRNITURE 
. Open Friday Nights 'fil.9 P.M. 
, g,,anllC.JJc11,111,en 
·,.,,,,J/tn111!!,&Gree11 ~ 
0
'°&ia~d-v\!ar,.e:Jewelers ~ 
A: t'~A·~ g,ited ~!o,•c. __ 14-l £.gtate gheet ·c.A.~2-1810• 
. ' ithata, N•tr \' orlr. U~!:C 
. lf'HACA 'S IXClUSIVI 
AUf'HORIZI.O KIEPUKI NAUR 
lxp,ert Walch-Jew•lry .... ..,in9 
8•mountin.9 of l;tiamonds 
-':'.' ::, .. 
After the. Sing, the total 
points for each fraternity will be 
tallied for all the events from the 
weekend. Pi Lambda Chi,. l~st 
years winners, will then present 
the trophy to the winning 
fraternity, who will keep it for a 
year before passing it on once 
again, next year. 
... 
Sales personnel to sell the hottest i tern ever to hit the 
market! "KEEP 01' ~THEAl\l~G" stickers CJ:dvertised 
in National magazines and newspaper. Thau sands and 
thousands af leads furnished upon request. Retcils for 
50,t. Your cost 30,t ·each in lots of twelve or more. 
Send check or money order to: 
/-·-
lntt•rnational Advt•rlii.ing .\gt•n«·::, 
;H2:J <:athnint: Strc-1•1 
Shr,rveport, Louisiana 71 \0'} 
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,. SPORt'S 7 : .. 
ladies losers 
the first ·half of the game· amt· .-; 
was relieved by sohphomore Sue -
Blanchara, who . allowed only 
two hits in three inriings ·of relief 
work .. 
By A.J. cipponent~s two.· Ithaca scored 
Saturday \ . 
only because of the eight walks In the first game of the 
they received and the two errors Saturday do.ubleheader, the 
that were committed -by ladies from· Ithaca were beaten 
Brockport. Outstanding ~n 6-0 ,by Penn _State. They fared 
defense for lthac;i in. the firi;t. only- a little better in the second. 
game .were leftfielder · Nancy 
The Lady lthacans of the 
softball diamond, currently 0-4, 
must combine all of their vast 
potential to come up wlth that 
all important first win. In their 
first doubleheader of the season, 
Ithaca was beaten by Brockport 
State 8-6 and 8-3. In the first 
game, pitcher Sue Blanchard held 
the opposition to only eight hits, 
hut the Ithaca ladies were 
ineffective at bat where senior 
co-captain Linda Korp had 
·Ithaca\ only two hits of the 
game. The Lady Ithacans stole 
Bilodeau and catcher Mary-Jo ga~e as they, lost 7_-6. O~ce 
Frawley. · again, the Lady ·lthaca1,1S could Brockport breaks I.C. women baseballers 
as comparea to ~err -oppu11c;;·~·:. 
nine; Seriioi .pitcher Pam Schule 
collected two of those hi,ts and 
walked only. two batters while· 
muster very. lit.tie liitting pqwer 
In the second game, Ithaca to back up the pitching 
was a bit more effective· performance · of Sue Blanchard. 
offensively where they collected' Third baseman· Kit auell- and 
six hits. Second baseman Colleen outfielder Nancy Bilodeau had 
Murphy and Mary-Jo Frawley one hit . apiece for I.C. Pitcher 
were outstanding offensiv~ly as Blanchard allowed eight hits· and 
they both were credited with walked one .. 
. on the mound. The Lady 
lthacans once again outran· their 
opponents as they stole three 
bases. 
· eight hases as compared to their 
two hits api_ec.e. Senior The second game found 
co-captain Pam S.chule pitched Ithaca gameri)!g only three hits·· 
Ithaca mus-t recover · from 
their hitting. slump and exploit 
. . ~ . 
_ Grand_ Open 
Celebration 
• 
,ng 
Bicycles by Camping-Goods By 
ATALA UNIYaSAL-
,auus cu•OIID.ALI 
GITANE IUIIIKA & .-. 
COIISO • PACIPIC UNU 
UNGANO Sl .... aACLUB 
FALCONOFINGLAND ASCINTI& 
, NO GIMMICKS-
JUST LOW,:LOW PRICES 
A SMALL· DEPOSIT · 
Wl~L H0LD ANY BIKE 
FOLUS · omms a&.. 1 
TORPADO ... · 
iiiAe· big -Wheel 
your friendly ... campiJ1g and cycling center, 
107 Dry~en Ro'a(J (Beiwe~ollegeAve.&Eddy 0St.) 
.273•23411 OP•N·I I a.m.-6 p.111~ 
SOMEPLACE 
,,.- ....... ~ 
. . ,_,, . 
,:, - - r. 
· 0~EPlA . I s -ELSE~f[ ~ 
I . I iTAVERN~ 
....... '. ·:,,--.: 
. ~ ..:_:.. .. 
ELSE 
\ 
their vast supply of power ·and 
talent· if they. are to be effecti.v 
against __ CortJan<i· and .Oneont 
this. week .. They ·must enter- th 
.win __ column if they expect: t 
present any · semhelance · of 
threat in the state tournament to 
be held_ at AlbanY, in- the 
beginning of May. 
... 
(puzzle on page five) 
Browse -fhru me · 
I·. of New York's' .. foremost BCll1iqup.s: ,devofed ) = : T ,~.i P U6-- . ,,: .. :ii" 11\~ i,ii 
Wous, . {. -~1 
Sho1. . ··.~ .. ' '•' .. ,. ' 11/ZO,l' ,,; 
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Tra~·sters 
.. {;{.:-. ,' .... . . 
team has :defeated Hobart, 
Hartwick (a surprising victory to 
many) and. lost to· Hamilt~n 
College. 
The -ithacan, Apri( 25, I 97.~, P~ ' 11 
... \ t, ..• 
·Net ,Match· 
not Yet Met 
. The netmen will be playing .JQ, a~t Eisenhower_ C~ege. 
·two more home matches this ' · 
,_ ·Trip season - Monday April 29, Coaching the Netmen this :against R.I.T. and Tues~ay April year is Tom Faulkner. 
.. Oswego By Andy Gilbert 
and Rick Shapiro 
• • 
/ 
SURF AND TURF . $5.95 
L.ate. Note: · 
. The Netmen· have a strong 
.Lin~up-this season,. led qff by 
Brian Mangione, . a ~nior, 
playing first singles, Rick 
Shapiro Or:.) second singles, _Pete 
_Edelmann (sr.), thit:d singles, al\_d 
Dave Piper, Steve Blumberg, and 
Sandy· Robertson, all freshmen. SATURDAY NITE: I ' • 
PRI.E ·111 SPECIAL $5.50 .. The Ithaca College netmen . · . • 
won their third match of the Playmg doubles are. first -
season when · they defeatel.iRick Shapiro and Pt;te 
·Mansfield State on Tuesday. The· 'Edel~ann, second .- Brian 
match· was close, ending with a Mangione and Dave Piper and . , 
' . INCLUDES BOTTLE OF SPARl.(LlNG BURGUNDY 
score of 5-4. · ·, finally, Steve Blumberg and Tom ,• 
So far this year, the tennis 
I 
' Merkin. 1 • 
Char-Pit 
205 Elmira Rd, Ithaca 
SAB DINNER DANCE 
THE POWER . HAS -RETURNED I 
, . 
(In m_ore thao one wa»)-
IC had a blackout for 1 week. 
Our blackout fasted 10· years! 
But its over now and we're 
celebrating. 
~ 
CELEBRATE-WITH THE 
. NEW MUSIC 61 
Our\new transmitters are 
BEGINNING THIS FRIDAY 
- AT 6:00. PM .. ~ 
MOTOWN WEEKEND 
Supremes, Four Tops, 
Temptatations and the 
' . 
restof'the best ih soul 
THE . FIRST CONTE.ST 
Win a cas-sette recorder, 
· all ·;nstalfed. There's now. a 
crvstal c.lear signal -in the 
Quads, lowers, and Terraces. 
·(Ario··.:·downtown, .too, on · . 
cable FM·· '106) \ .. _- ~. .FM .. converter, djnner .for two, ·m9y1e passes, and more 
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Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. aes.·: 272-6484 
ALL FOR UNDER ss.oa 
Half price for teetotalers under 12, plus all the sarsaparilla you can drink. 
M(Q)NDcfilY all tr€ drinks yOJ tan drink vvith 
Sirloin Steak, NY. CUI 
1r1u1tilUA\>¥ all tre drinks yOJ can drink with 
Roast Prime Ribs of Beef 
,10;7lli~·Nl!Sfi!l.Y all tr€ drat_ght tea, red wre a ~rgrb with 
Sirloin Steak, NY. CUI 
THURS®&W all tr€ draLght tea, red wre a ~rgro with 
Roast Prime Ribs of Beef 
Soup of the Evening-Today, Tomorrow, Always. 
Our Great Onion Soup bubbling with Imported Cheese -175 
· INCLUDES: Unlimited Table Wine, Gouda Cheese with Crusty Bread, 
Macadamia Nuts, Unique Spinach-Bacon-Mushro~m Salad, Vint~ge Coffee. 
~~~~su.BSTITUTIONS.~~~~ 
-
FRIME RIBS - 875 SIRLOIN STEAK - 91s 
MAINE LOBSTER - 9-1s BOUILLABAISSE (s;~:1) - 876 
COQUILLE .ST. ~ACQUES (Scallops & :Mushroom::: crusted w/Cheese) - 776 
RATATOUILLE (~0Ket.;;o1e) ·- 675 . TROUT - $75 .. 
IXIIIKISXIIXK axxf q ~J:[Jxa11JIIX_&SSI1XXI:-
. 
BOGI\RJ AND OTH€R F~BULOUS H M0\11€ F~\JORITES 
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